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Wright Knox Motor Lines, Inc.
FROM GLADYS KNOX, THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE…
AFFORDABLE CARE ACT AND THE AFFECT ON WKML INSURANCE
Times keep changing, and so does the insurance state of affairs. The Affordable Care
Act has continued to evolve into even more unaffordable plans than in previous years,
with the premium rates increasing close to 20% over last year’s premium. In real dollars,
that is a $65,000 increase over 2018-2019 plan to $404,800.
Based on our group size, we are placed in a western PA region with other companies of
our size. Due to the high usage of the group, which includes WKML, the only 2 insurance
companies who did not reject us outright were Highmark and UPMC. Highmark was
slightly lower than UPMC; therefore, we contracted with Highmark for the 2019-2020
year. As you already suspect, compromises had to be made to allow WKML to offer a
new plan for our employees.
Please be sure to watch your driver’s box for detailed information on the plan. You also
will need to sign the paperwork provided by Highmark.

HEADS UP FROM DISPATCH…

Just a friendly reminder to drivers to check your permit book and make sure everything is
current and if not sure please bring into Joyce. Your new insurance card has been
placed in your box and make sure to keep the old one till it expires.

Garage Safety Meeting Notes…

(Videos are provided by Great West Casualty regarding OSHA Workplace Safety)
08/30/19…Garage Safety Meeting…
Watched a video on an Overview of the basics.
09/6/19…Garage Safety Meeting…Watched a video from Keller.
Welding & Cutting – Part 1. Management Responsibilities
09/13/19...Garage Safety Meeting…Watched a video from Keller.
Welding & Cutting – Part 2. Fire Hazards
09/20/19...Garage Safety Meeting – Watched a video from Keller.
Welding & Cutting – Part 3. Setting up the equipment
09/27/19…Garage Safety Meeting - Watched a video from Keller
Welding & Cutting – Part 4. Physical Hazards
Adam notified everyone that he got welding gloves and jackets. He also
ordered a new welding head. Adam reiterated that all should make sure
they are well covered when welding and cutting.
Moved Carbone from Unit 119 to Unit 120
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ROADSIDE INSPECTION NEWS WITH WKML….
NO VIOLATION ROADSIDE INSPECTIONS FOR:

Russ Heidler
Bill Slagle
Jim Carbone
Jeremy Nixon
Ray Smeltzer
Dan Carver
Bob Fedoruk
Ray Smeltzer
Dan Carver
Mark Pahulick
Drew Rummel
Caleb Martin
Chris Wisor
Jim Carbone

6/11/18
6/21/18
7/9/18
7/24/18
8/21/18
8/28/18
9/14/18
9/14/18
9/25/18
10/10/18
10/26/18
10/31/18
11/07/18
1/8/19

Curtis Tvrdovsky
Robert Fedoruk
Mark Pahulick
Eric Johnson
Shawn Hillegas
Mark Pahulick
Greg Riffer
James Carbone
Rodney Keith
Jason Hozak
Eric Johnson
Bob Fedoruk
Mark Pahulick
Jim Carbone

1/24/19
2/4/19
2/5/19
04/24/19
05/16/19
05/17/19
06/24/19
07/23/19
08/06/19
08/15/19
08/19/19
08/27/19
09/09/19
09/10/19

Wright Knox Motor Lines, Inc. CSA SCORES (Sept 2019)
Unsafe Driving

10%

Vehicle Maint.

6%

Driver Fitness

0%

Crash Indicator

2%

Controlled Subs. 0%

HOS
Haz. Mat.

24%
0%

MARTIN YANKUSKIE – SAFETY DIRECTOR

All drivers need to check their trucks to be sure they have a hard hat, safety vest, and safety glasses.
If not, see me.
Also, all trucks should have a pail of gravel in the side box for upcoming winter to throw under the
tires for traction in case of being stuck on snow or ice in parking lots.

A special “Thank You” to Driver, Harry Kelly!
After his last run, came into the office and took the time to write down some very pertinent
comments to be submitted to FMCSA regarding proposed changes to the current HOS
regulations. Drivers input is always very important for proposed legislation.
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Driver Appreciation Week at Wright Knox Motor Lines…
Drivers were given a Wright Knox Blanket, and a T-Shirt from a previous truck driving
competition, on Thursday as the drivers flowed back into the office from their week, there
was a cake, some drinks and snack. Here are some pictures from the week…
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Snoopy news…

Driver Toland Cordell has not only traveled across
the USA…he now has also traveled across
Europe. He shared some pretty awesome
photos from his travels…
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CBD Product use by CDL License Holders…Do Not Use!!

The 2 Types of Cannabis Sativa
The cannabis sativa plant comes in two strains, each of which has the potential to produce CBD oils. Each genetic
variation was created for specific purposes:
Hemp: Bred for fiber, clothing, and construction; oils; and nutritional benefits (0.3% THC concentration)
Marijuana: Bred for the production of THC in resinous glands in its flowers and leaves (5-30% THC concentration)
Looking at THC (tetrahydrocannabinol) concentrations alone, you might incorrectly assume that only marijuana-based
CBD oil has the potential to show up in a DOT drug panel. THC concentration is dependent upon the manufacturing
process and how much oil the individual is using. Even hemp-derived CBD oils can register at a level that is considered a
DOT drug testing violation.

What Do DOT Regulations Require?
Use of THC is forbidden for a regulated driver, no matter the source. As a result, medical and recreational marijuana
and some CBD oils, even if legal under state law, are federally banned.
Since THC is an absolute under DOT drug testing, a medical review officer (MRO) must NOT take the medicinal use of a
CBD oil into consideration as he or she determines a drug test result.
A positive drug test result requires the motor carrier to remove the driver from safety-sensitive functions until specific
steps in the DOT return-to-duty process are successfully completed.
After a positive test, the driver must:
•

Be evaluated by a substance abuse professional,

•

Complete prescribed treatment, and

• Have negative results for follow-up testing.
Communicate Cautions
A driver’s career may be on the line if a drug screen comes back positive. To avoid any misunderstandings surrounding
the use of CBD oils, be sure to bring up the topic during driver training.

Possible points to cover include:
•

Trace amounts of THC may show up in a DOT urine specimen.

•

MROs will not accept CBD oil as a valid medical explanation for a positive DOT drug test.

•

Enforcement may consider CBD oil in a commercial vehicle as possession! Officers are unable to determine the
concentration of THC in the oil, and there has been no official guidance for them to follow.Labels don’t tell the
whole story. Packaging for CBD oil may claim to be THC-free or below traceable limits, when in fact, they contain
enough to be detected during a drug screen.

One final caution to bring to your drivers’ attention: CBD oils sold in states with legalized marijuana may have been
processed from the marijuana plant, resulting in a higher concentration of THC. Drivers should leave training with a
greater understanding that any CBD or THC use is potentially a violation waiting to happen.

About the Author: Kathy

Close is a transportation editor at J.J. Keller & Associates, Inc. Her areas of expertise include transportation security, DOT
drug and alcohol testing, and driver qualification.
https://www.truckinginfo.com/326327/cbd-oils-may-result-in-dot-testing-violation
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Do You Cook On Your Truck?
By Heidi O.
Do you make a nice meal in your truck or do you eat out
when you are traveling?
My husband and I have found that it’s not only less
costly, but much healthier to prepare our own meals in
our truck. We utilize the various devices we have,
including a microwave, crockpot, a PIC (ProWave
Induction Cooktop) and a ProWave Induction Oven. We
also use the old fashioned way of grilling at times when
it is nice out. We have these things on our truck and
they are run by our generator; however, some others I have spoken with use other items such as an
Aroma Cooker, the Lunch Box Cooker, and the Ninja 3 in 1 cooker.
I have joined several groups on Facebook dedicated to cooking just on the truck and have not only
learned many various recipes, but have also learned several new tips and tricks. I also have joined
several pages that are geared to the same thing. I would like to share these groups and pages with
everyone so that we can all eat and stay healthier.
The following are the pages and groups that are available to “Like” or “Join” on Facebook:
Pages:
• Semi-Truckmade Recipes
• Cooking on the Road
Groups:
• Big Trucks Cooking
• Cooking on the Truck (which is a secret group but if you know someone already in, they can add
you)
• The Trucker’s Wives and Friends Cookbook
Not only can you find some outstanding tips and tricks on these pages and groups, you can also
find some healthy alternative recipes for things such as controlling diabetes, gluten-free recipes,
lactose intolerant meals, and more. Some of the truck “chefs” even name their kitchens some great
fun names!! One group even holds their very own version of “Chopped – On the Truck,” so they are
not only for cooking, but they like to have fun at the same time!!
This is definitely an up and coming fad on Facebook and it makes a lot of sense to cook healthier
and enjoy home cooked food while still out on the road. Open up and explore your chef side!! If you
know of any more groups or pages geared toward trucking, please feel free to share with us.
– Safe Driving and Good Cooking!!
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From Jeremy Nixon, Driver Trainer
When winter weather arrives, (as it has in some states) it presents a big challenge for professional
truck drivers. Here are some winter driving tips that will help keep drivers safe and warm
1. Carry proper supplies
Truck drivers should make sure they have cold weather essentials on hand. These include:
• extra clothing layers
• gloves
• flashlight
• rain gear
• windshield fluid
• blankets
• bag of sand or salt
• tire chains
• jumper cables
• snow scrapers and brushes
•

2. Slow Down
The slower you drive, the more time you have to react. Hydroplaning is also caused by going to fast.
Avoid winter accidents by watching your speed.
3. Keep A Firm Grip On The Wheel
Grip the steering wheel firmly to maintain control. Keep both hands on the wheel at all times to guide
the vehicle through snow and ice.
4. Allow Safe Space
In the winter, truck drivers should increase their following distance. Be sure you have more than
enough space to stop and maneuver in unexpected traffic situations.
5. Watch Out For Bridges
Bridges, highway overpasses, and other elevated surfaces freeze faster than the regular road. They
also may not be salted. Use caution when approaching bridges to avoid spinning out of control on
black ice.
6. Avoid Black Ice
Black Ice is not just found on bridges. It is a layer of transparent ice that makes the road look wet.
Drivers can spot black ice when the spray from other vehicles stops. You can also watch for frost on
your truck antennae and mirrors.
7. Brake Slowly
In winter, accelerate and brake slowly. If the truck is not equipped with an ABS braking system, lightly
pump the brakes when you need to slow down. Always remember, a good truck driver shuts down
when there is too much ice, snow, or driving winds. Please stay safe out there. No load is worth
risking it.
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October 6-12th is Fire Prevention Week, and Martin has provided us with the
following guidelines for our homes.
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RTE. 22 RAMP CLOSURES

October 2 – 4 (Wed – Fri)

To come back into the yard…
Traveling Westbound on Rte. 22– Use Armagh, Rte. 56 Exit (Regular Exit)
Traveling Eastbound on Rte. 22 - Continue on Rte. 22 East to Philadelphia Street turnoff before Rte. 403 Exit (Above the
yard)
From Rte. 403…Use Rte. 22 Exit, go East on 22 to Jug Handle at McFeather’s Road (Approx. ¾ mi) to turn around to
access Rte. 22
Leaving the yard…
To go East on Rte. 22 – Use the Philadelphia Street entrance to Rte. 22 East. (Above the yard.)
To go West on Rte. 22 – Use the Rte. 56/22 Cloverleaf (Regular Route)
To go to Rte. 403 – Use the Philadelphia Street entrance onto Rte. 22

October 7-10 (Mon - Thurs)

To come back into the yard…
Traveling Westbound on Rte.22 – Going West on Rte. 22 past Armagh to Exit 259; take exit OFF take left and get back
onto Rte. 22 East ramp; use E. Philadelphia St. turnoff. (Above the yard.)
Traveling Eastbound on Rte. 22- Armagh 56 Ramp Closed. Use Rte. 22 to E. Philadelphia St. turnoff. (Above the yard.)
From Rte. 403-Use Rte. 22 East Exit, go to Jug Handle at McFeather’s Rd.turn around to access Rte. 22 West and go to
Rte.259 Exit off and back on East Rte. 22.
Leaving the yard…
To go East on Rte. 22 – Use E. Philadelphia St. entrance to Rte 22 East. (Above the yard)
To go West on Rte. 22 – Use E. Philadelphia St. entrance to Rte. 22 East (Above the yard) Go to Jug Handle at
McFeather’s Rd to Access Rte. 22 West.

(Larger diagram in lobby…if any questions or concerns see Harold, Martin or Daryl)
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